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Abstract: In order to improve autonomous underwater vehicle’s activity and expand the scope of its
navigation, contactless power transmission technology has been widely spread in recent years. The
contactless power transmission system is loosely coupled coupler connection, making the transmission
efficiency of the system is greatly reduced. In this paper, we use soft-switching circuit to improve the
transmission efficiency of system. By investigating the passive lossless snubber circuit with
non-minimum voltage stress, this paper designs a novel passive lossless snubber circuit based on Buck
converter. The experiment results show that the designed circuit can reduce the switching losses
effectively and return the energy stored in the buffering process to power supply.
Key words: Contactless Power Transmission System；Soft-switching Circuit；non-minimum switch
voltage stress circuit
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With the popularization of autonomous underwater vehicle and enter the average field,
expanding the ability of the AUV system and its operation scope, improving its endurance ability
become the hot topics in the recent research. By analyzing the development status of autonomous
underwater vehicle in domestic and international, we can see the major factor which restricts its
endurance ability and operation time is energy problem [1-4].
The traditional way of power transmission needs electrical connections between power
supply system and load, so in a harsh environment power supply will be much limited. Contactless
power transmission system uses magnetic coupling for power transmission without any electrical
connection, so it is suitable for harsh environments which can be widely used[5-6]. This paper
researches on contactless power transmission system of autonomous underwater vehicle.
Contactless power transmission system is loosely coupled system and the coupling coefficient is
very low, it causes transmission efficiency of system decreases. Therefore, in this paper we
introduce passive lossless soft switching technology in this system to improve the transmission
efficiency of the system.

1 Concept of Contactless Power Transmission System

Fig. 1 Concept of a contactless power transmission system
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Fig 1 shows the concept for the contactless power transmission system for autonomous
underwater vehicle. The system consists of three main components: primary loop, secondary loop
and inductive coupler. The primary loop consists of rectifier and filter circuit, high frequency
inverter circuit and transmitting mechanism. The secondary loop consists of receiving mechanism,
rectifier and filter circuit and power governor. In working process, a high frequency voltage is
produced and rectified by primary loop through inductive coupler, and batteries in the secondary
loop are charged [7-8].
The contactless power transmission system is loosely coupled connection. The width of
air-gap between primary side and secondary side is large, and quite part of the magnetic motive
force consumes in the air magnetic circuit, making the transmission efficiency of the system is
greatly reduced. Therefore, we have to improve power transmission efficiency using high
transmission frequency [9-10].

2 Soft Switching Circuit
2.1 Working Process of Soft Switching Circuit
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In the secondary loop, Buck circuit is usually used to regulate the output voltage by
controlling the duty cycle of main switch. Therefore, we use Buck circuit as an example to verify
that the efficiency has been improved after joining in the soft switching circuit. There are two
kinds of soft switching circuit: active soft switching circuit and passive lossless soft switching
circuit [11-15]. Passive lossless soft switching circuit is widely concerned by using less components,
simple structure and convenient control [16-19]. In this paper, we design a novel passive lossless soft
switching circuit (non-minimum switch voltage stress circuit, NMVS in short), which adds
inductance and capacitance to achieve zero current turning-on and zero voltage turning-off. Fig 2
shows Buck soft switching circuit.

Fig. 2 Buck Soft switching circuit
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In order to simplify the analysis steady state working process of the circuit, we assume the
Buck circuit as: 1. Inductance L is large enough, so the output can be equal to constant current
source. 2. Cs >> Cr , so the voltage of Cs can be equal to U r .
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Fig. 3 The main waveforms of Buck soft switching circuit
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When the circuit is in steady state working, the working process can be divided into 8 states.
Fig 3 shows the main waveforms of soft switching circuit.
Stage 1 ( t 0 – t1 ): Soft Turn on Stage. Switch S turns on at time t 0 , during the conduction
70

process, reverse recovery current of diode VD can not be turned off immediately. The switch
current rise di dt is slowed by the resonant inductor Lr to provide zero current turn on of the
switch. (see Fig.4(a))
iLr = −

Ui
t
Lr

（1）

iLs =

Ur
t
Ls

（2）

Stage 2 ( t1 – t 2 ): Cr Resets Stage. Diode VD recovers at time t1 , resonant inductor Lr and
75

capacitor Cr discharges through VT1 -L r -VD1 -Cr circuit. Capacitor Cr discharges until its
voltage equals -U r at time t 2 to create the condition for switch zero-voltage turn-off. (see
Fig.4(b))
iLr = −

Ui
sin(ωr t ) + iLr (0)
Zr

uCr = U i cos(ω r t )
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（3）
（4）

Where

ωr =
Zr =
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Lr Cr

Lr
Cr

（6）
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Stage 3 ( t 2 – t3 ): L r resets Stage. The voltage of Cr equals -U r , and diode VD 2
conducts at time t 2 . The current of L r is rising at this time, back to iLr = -I0 , and the storage of
85

energy in the inductance transfers to Ls .(see Fig.4(c))
iLr = iLr (0) +

Ur
t
Lr

（7）

Stage 4 ( t3 – t 4 ): The circuit represents the normal PWM interval with the switch on. (see
Fig.4(d))
Stage 5 ( t4 – t5 ): Soft Turn off Stage. This stage begins when the main switch turns off. The
90

voltage of C r equals -U r , providing zero voltage turn off of the main switch. The power source
supplies to the load and charges C r , and the voltage of C r is charged to U i at time t5 , the
stage ends. (see Fig.4(e))

u Cr =

I 0 + iLs (0)
t − Ur
Cr

iLs (0) ≈
95

(8)

Ur
DTs
Ls

(9)

Stage 6( t5 – t6 ): Energy Transmission between L r and Ls . In this stage, Ls transmits the
energy through Ls -VD3 -VD 2 -VD1 -VD to power source. L r transmits the energy through

Lr -Cs -VD1 -VD 2 to Cs .(see Fig.4(f))
iLr = −I0 +

Ur
t
Lr

iLs = iLs (0) −
100

Ui
t
Ls

(10)
(11)

Stage 7（ t6 – t7 ): Current of Ls resets to 0. L r transmits the energy through L r -

Cs - VD1 - VD 2 to Cs until the current of Lr resets to 0. (see Fig.4(g))
iLr = iLr (0) +

Ur
t
Lr

(12)

Stage 8( t7 – t8 ): The circuit represents the normal PWM interval with the switch off, until the
105
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next time of switch on. (see Fig.4(h))
From the above analysis, we can see the Buck converter using NMVS soft switching
technology can achieve zero current turn-on by small inductor and soft turn-off by small capacitor.
The energy stored in inductor and capacitor feedback to the input, so the losses in the process of
switching is very small.
Headlines of diagram and table: the headline should be placed in the middle under the
diagram, and above the table. The Chinese characters are in Song typeface, numbers and English
are in Times New Roman, and Roman characters are in Symbol. Type size: 9 points.
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Fig. 4 Operating modes of Buck soft swtching circuit
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2.2 Design Procedure of Soft Switching Circuit
In the design of the circuit parameters, we make sure three point: 1.Circuit is working in the
soft switching condition. 2. Minimize the switching losses. 3. The increase of the switch voltage
stress controls within a certain range.
For IGBT, combining the turn on and turn off losses, the total switching losses are as follows:

ICdg Rg
⎧ ICdg Rg
U 2 U 2ton 2
−
C
+
(
)
, Cr <
r
⎪
U gs
2
24Lr
⎪ U gs
W =⎨
U 2ton 2
⎪
, other
⎪
24
L
⎩
r
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(13)

Equation (13) clearly shows that switching losses. In this model, Rg is the gate resistance of
IGBT. U gs is the voltage when the miller capacitance is being charged. Cdg is the gate-source
capacitance. Time ton is the time when the switch voltage U i linearly decreases to zero at turn
on.
125

By choosing Cr and Lr , the circuit can maintain soft switching over the desired operating
range , and achieve the lowest switching losses. From equation (13), we can see that the larger the
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value of Cr and Lr are, the lower the switching losses. When Cr is larger than a certain value,
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the turn off losses can nearly be zero. So we can choose large capacitance and inductance to
decrease switching losses. However, as these resonant elements are increased, the resonant
transition intervals at the turn-on and turn-off of the switch are also increased. This limits the
usable duty ratio range that the converter can operate and still maintain soft switching.
The resonant frequency is ωr = 1

Lr Cr , and the resonant frequency of Cr and Lr must

be less than k（0<k<1）times of switching period.

2π

ωr
135

≤ kTs

(14)

Where

Tr-on ≤ DTs
Tr-off ≤ (1 − D)Ts

(15)
(16)

The value of k must meet the above two inequality. We can calculate the optimal of Cr
from equation (13) which can minimize the turn-off losses.

Coptr =

140

IRgCdg
I
=
dVds
U gs
dt

(17)

If Cr > Coptr , turn off loss is nearly zero. We can calculate optimal value of Lr by
equation (13), Cr and k.

Loptr =

k 2Ts 2
4π 2Copt

(18)

When choosing the value of Ls , the range of U r should be in U 10 < U r < U 2 . Cs
145

can be equal to a continuous voltage source in a switching cycle. Choosing the value of Cs ,
resonance cycle of

Ls and Cs should be larger than the switching cycle of converter.

3 Analysis of Experiment Result
3.1 Experimental Comparison of Output Waveform
150

According to the circuit parameters design principle, we design and set up a NMVS Buck
passive lossless circuit. Input voltage is 200V, output voltage is 100V, frequency is 10kHz, the
model number of IGBT is FF200R12KE3. The parameters of various components of the circuit
are L=8.48mH，C=1100 μF ，R=10 Ω ， Lr =50 μH ， Ls =800 μH ， Cr =26nF， Cs =5 μF .
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Fig.5 shows the switch current and voltage waveforms. It can be seen from Fig.5 that the
switch turns on at a hard switching condition, and the voltage begins to decrease when the current
rises to 80%. Also in the switch turn off stage, the current begins to decrease when the voltage
rises to 90%. The overlap region of voltage and current is very large, and it causes large switching
losses. After adding the switching circuit, the overlap region of voltage and current significantly
reduce, di/dt and du/dt of switch are also reduced and the switch is protected.
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(a) Turn-on waveforms of hard switching circuit

(b) Turn-off waveforms of hard switching circuit

(c) Turn-on waveforms of soft switching circuit

(d) Turn-off waveforms of soft switching circuit

Fig. 5 Switch current and voltage waveforms
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According to Fig.5 the loss in hard switching circuit at each turn on stage is 12mJ and at each
turn off stage is 20mJ. After adding the soft switching circuit, the loss at each turn on stage is
0.4mJ and at each turn off stage is 5mJ. The losses of switch reduce from 32mJ to 5.4mJ, and
become to 16.8% of primary losses. The switching losses have been obviously improved.

3.2 Experimental Comparison of Output Waveform Comparison of Efficiency
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Fig. 6 Efficiency comparison of Buck circuit in hard switching circuit and soft switching circuit
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Fig.6 shows the output efficiency curves of the experiment. The pink curve is output
efficiency curve of hard switching circuit, and the blue curve is output efficiency curve of soft
switching circuit. As Fig.6 shows when the output power is small, the efficiency is very low.
When the output power increases, the working efficiency has a rising trend and can achieve 90%
at 800W. By increasing the soft switching circuit, the efficiency can achieve 94%. It can be proved,
soft switching circuit can reduce the switching lossless and improve the working efficiency of the
converter. When switching frequency increases, the efficiency will become more apparent.
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4 Conclusion
180

This paper in view of the underwater vehicle contactless energy transmission system designs
a novel soft switching circuit based on Buck circuit. In this paper we analyze the working process
and design and optimize the parameters, then build the experimental circuit to verify the
correctness of the working process. The soft switching circuit achieves the zero current turn on
and zero voltage turn off of the switch and improves the efficiency from 90% to 95%.
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自主水下航行器非接触电能传输系统
中软开关电路的研究
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摘要：为了提高自主水下航行器的续航能力，增加活动范围，无线能量传输技术近年来得到
了广泛应用。非接触能量传输系统利用松耦合变压器进行连接，使得传输效率大幅度减小。
所以本文提出一种用于非接触能量传输中的软开关电路，用于提高系统的传输效率。本文设
计了一种新型的非最小电压应力无源无损软开关电路，以 Buck 变换器为基础进行研究。实
验结果表明文中提出的软开关电路能够有效的减小开关损耗，提高系统的传输效率
关键词：非接触电能传输系统；软开关电路；非最小电压应力电路
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